From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:ajmco2@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, December 01, 2007 1:16 PM
To: 'Jeff Tucker'
Cc: 'AJMCO1@aol.com'; 'irie2dae@aol.com'; 'eliotis@bellsouth.com'; Arden Tucker; 'Phillip Tucker';
'TUCKER5002@comcast.net'; 'merletucker@aim.com'
Subject: RE: Disgraced Family Values

Jeff,

By now you have seen my correspondence with my father; my question to you however is what makes you think that I was fighting a battle for you?

It is real simple to follow the emails and the events that took place, which is exactly why I couldn’t have this discussion with anyone “face to face” since most everyone seems to forget what they say when it is convenient for them to do so.

Since you all seem to have selective memory, I will sum it up for you…

1) I confronted Lois originally with no anger or aggression, simply letting her know what her husband did to me and she chose to respond by calling me a liar and telling me that she was disappointed in me.

2) You came to my support sharing your own experiences with “harmless” Ed, and then finally telling your brother, my father, what kind of monster Ed was and how your mom chose to lie for him because she didn’t want to confront the truth about him being a pedophile.

3) My dad then courageously forwarded your heartfelt email to me, and aggressively said “…so now what do you want me to do?” and then proceeded to have Ed and Lois over for Thanksgiving, I’m sure the dinner discussion being no different than it has been, no one willing to confront anything that might be uncomfortable to discuss. Although I do know that Lois took the time to express her disappointment in me with Jay, my dad’s business partner.

4) Then, Lois, who one would think by now should be keeping quiet, wrote a capped email, which we all know implies “strength”, asked to be left alone.

5) I then replied to her confronting her with what she has done to her boys by exposing you all to “not-so-harmless” Ed, which inevitably started the cycle which we are all now seeing in real time and of course inevitably affected me quite directly, none of which is deserving to be swept under the rug and left alone as it has been for 50+ years.

6) And then, you and my dad, quite heroically and misguidedly defend poor Lois and “not-so-harmless” Ed, by getting angry with me for not leaving her alone to enjoy the rest of her lie, I mean life.

7) My dad then, as you are aware, telling me in not so simple words that he would rather embrace a pedophile that hurt his son and brother and most likely him as well, than confront the painful truth that his mother not only selfishly allowed this all to happen, but she supported it by lying and protecting her pedophile husband.

My dad loves to watch his CSI and his law shows, and no doubt has seen an episode or 10 about abuse in families and how powerful denial is, which I know you are familiar with.

If you haven’t figured it out already, there is no loyalty within families. And if there is no loyalty within family than where do loyalties fall?

My loyalty is to truth which in my rollercoaster life is the only thing that I have found to be consistent.
People will try to “spin” things and talk, talk, talk their way out of their problems, but no matter what truth never changes.

You can all live the realities that you create, but the truth will always catch up with you.

Adam

From: Jeff Tucker [mailto:jeff@tuckerlithographic.com]
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2007 12:13 PM
To: Adam Tucker
Cc: Mike Tucker; Eliot Tucker; Phillip Tucker; Arden Tucker
Subject: Re: Disgraced Family Values

Adam, I told you I would not reply to you email rantings but now you have stepped outside of the boundary. I asked you in confidence to not bring my past into your thing that you are doing. YOU DID NOT. I now get a copy of your email and an email from the other lunatic attacking my mother for something he doesn't know anything about except what you have told him.

I asked you not to bring me into your mess and now you have. You have done the same thing to me that you are accusing others of doing to you in hurting you. I thought I could trust you but obviously I was wrong. I do not need you or your lunatic friends fighting battles for me that do not need fighting. I resolved my issues years ago. You have now succeeded in getting what few family members you had left pissed at you.

You will not be invited to Phillip's wedding because you how now become an embarrassment to my family and I will not have you spouting your reteric at his wedding and ruining this event. What gives you the right to make you think that you are in charge of righting all of the world's wrongs of the past. If you want to make changes, look at your own self first before you start attacking others.

I have now put your email and your "friends" email on spam and will not go through my system. I hope you are happy with what you have accomplished. I hope you are happy with what you have accomplished. You said you found god for the first time. The first thing that is taught is forgiveness not hatred. Let he who hath not sinned cast the first stone. You better be looking over your shoulder at the people who can and would throw the first stone at you. Your are not without sin and have now succeeded in hurting those who took care of you the best that they could during YOUR time of need. Time to grow up.

Jeff

----- Original Message -----
From: Adam Tucker
To: Ed & Lois Tucker
Cc: ajmco1@aol.com; Karlee Tucker; Jeff Tucker; ptucker@spitzerind.com; Detective Dan Pearce; Gary Gevisser; Mom
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2007 5:52 PM
Subject: Disgraced Family Values

Lois,

You have had over 50 years to lie to yourself, I will not allow you to walk away from what you have created; your position clearly stated as my Dad repeated what you told your boys when they expressed their dislike of Ed your would be husband; telling them that one day they would leave the home and that you would be left alone. How selfish can you be to not only allow your sons to be molested by your companion, but to then victimize Jeff and
myself once again by calling us liars. Jeff was your youngest and most vulnerable child, and I your “favorite”
grandchild; I hate to see how you treat your enemies.

You disgrace Judaism and your family by presenting yourself as respectful members of your temple and
community, and living a life as a hypocrites. Ed will have to deal with his own actions, but to turn a blind eye to
evil because it suits you is atrocious. I am ashamed of you and my father for claiming ignorance to "harmless" Ed.
Jeff's emails to me and my father confirmed the irreparable damage and hurt that Ed caused him. None of which
had to explained to me or Phillip to understand why Jeff responsibly refused to allow his children to be around Ed
without his protection. For my father with my adopted 9 year old brother in the home to then welcome you and Ed
in for Thanksgiving and break bread with you both, knowing full well what Ed did to Jeff and I, is atrocious and
unforgivable.

I don't find it the least bit ironic that my father cowardly ignored the truth just as you did; the fruit never falling far
from the tree.

You deserve what ever pain this brings to you as you have not only done nothing to prevent harm to your family,
but you brought a predator into your home and offered up your children as well as grandchildren because you were
afraid of being lonely.

Ironic that you would think that you were ever in a position to criticize my mother's selfish parenting when you
were so cowardly and selfishly doing much worse.

Your Children's blood father, Shelly was at least honest enough to walk away from his children.

How dare you criticize anyone or think that you deserve to be left alone!

Ashamed, and disgraced by your actions and lack there of,

Adam

Your once favored grandchild

----- Original Message ----
From: Gary S Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>
To: Adam L. Tucker - Just3ants.com <ajmco2@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2007 9:55:44 AM
Subject: FW:

Is this your step-grandfather?

From: Tucker5002@comcast.net [mailto:Tucker5002@comcast.net]
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2007 7:39 AM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject:

PLEASE REMOVE MY NAME FROM YOUR E-MAIL LIST. I DO NOT CARE TO HEAR FROM YOU.

LOIS TUCKER

-----Inline Message Follows-----

Is it possible that you gave your email address to someone who pissed off
that you were simply wanting something for nothing, in turn passed it on to
me?
Bear in mind that along with people giving me their email address wanting something for nothing, is how I get 99.9999% of my email list.

BTW do you see the connecting dots between;

a) The ruling elite's contrived recessions forcing the stirring masses into abject poverty where they are happy to fall in line between even a wimp of wimps “strong man” Hitler so long as this “lost soul” promises them beer in their stomachs along with the independent thinking-non sheep Jewish people to point a finger at, all the while marching to a war drum beat;

b) The ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that I am the only credible person in the world broadcasting, apart from the very top officials of the Mossad-Israeli Military Intelligence who are only talking amongst themselves about what next the US-House of Saud-Al Quaida terrorists will do next to confirm receipt of my broadcasting the Mossad-Israeli military intelligence report,

Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida who serves the best interests of certain US banking interests with direct ties to the House of Saud, will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze the U.S. economy; much like this very smart, not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report is designed to do, and at the same time explaining why precisely Al Quaida has not attacked the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia, so biting the hand that feeds Al Quaida.

c) The US-Al Quaida-House of Saud foiling their own attack on the oil fields in their own backyard.

d) US Americans racing to grab hold of every worthless-fictitious-DeBeers so very blood stained dollar, whether it be a cop told to save a nickel here and there when going around a corner in his black and white so intimidating police car, the tread left behind inevitably washed down the drains in to the surf which when mixing with illegally smoked cigarettes on Del Mar beaches causes a whale to choke that saves a krill that when now alive to flap its tail causes a surfer to shout, "alright" that has madam Albrecht feeling good about being part of a perpetual genocide along with of course her genocide task force prevention.

e) My willingness to debate with anyone who thinks my being so "on top of things" is pure coincidence versus the bold, so vengeful G-d who I daresay is helping spotlight all those whose words and actions or lack thereof now feel the need to be a "part of the solution", aware that I have only be highlighting only those "$ hitheads", and therefore have a "way out" by stepping forward and saying that they have been helping me all along but when along with my call to do so ever so quietly,
f) Not only my very brilliant, math wizard French Canadian wife taking only
30 seconds to agree that the Nazis did in fact, beyond a shadow of a doubt
win World War II and I, bearing in mind Marie Dion Gevisser and I shared a
bottle and half of very excellent wines just before, not to mention MDG, far
more literate than me in both the French her second language to mathematics
and English her third, took no more than 3 seconds to figure out when I
explained a handful of things about Special-General Relativity, Quantum
Mechanics and Chaos Theory that Einstein’s Mind of God equation E=mc2 proved
out both Evolution and Creationism; i.e. completing Einstein’s quest for a
unified theory of the inner workings of the universe, and

g) Mr Krinsk et al now seeking a safe haven.

h) While immediately suspending the trading of shares in public corporations,
President Bush must provide totally “free of charge” all the very basics
needs of all US service people including veterans of our Vietnam War-Genocide
beginning with free housing, free food, fee water, free healthcare and free
education; a much deserved parachute for all those putting their lives on the
line to prop up the lifestyles of the filthy, lazy rich and their Trust Fund
entitlement families.

Why should G-d look upon a "disposable society" any differently than what they are,
disposable? – Adam L. Tucker just3ants.com

[Word count 741]

-----Original Message-----
From: bpcres@verizon.net
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2007 1:54 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: Re: JEFFREY WORKING ON ESCAPE PLAN-response to israeli military
intelligence report, "saudi... says foils oil attack"-rich-could you assist.

Who knows take me off thanks
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

-----Original Message-----
From: Gary S Gevisser
Date: Wed, 28 Nov 2007 13:17:37
To: bpcres@verizon.net
Subject: RE: JEFFREY WORKING ON ESCAPE PLAN-response to israeli
militaryintelligence report, "saudi... says foils oil attack"-rich-could you
assist.

How did u get on?
-----Original Message-----
From: bpcres@verizon.net
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2007 12:08 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: Re: JEFFREY WORKING ON ESCAPE PLAN-response to israeli militaryintelligence report, "saudi... says foils oil attack"-rich-could you assist.

Take me off ur list
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry

Is it possible that you gave your email address to someone who pissed off that you were simply wanting something for nothing, in turn passed it on to me?

Bear in mind that along with people giving me their email address wanting something for nothing, is how I get 99.9999% of my email list.

BTW do you see the connecting dots between;

a) The ruling elite's contrived recessions forcing the stirring masses into abject poverty where they are happy to fall in line between even a wimp of wimps “strong man” Hitler so long as this “lost soul” promises them beer in their stomachs along with the independent thinking-non sheep Jewish people to point a finger at, all the while marching to a war drum beat;

b) The ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that I am the only credible person in the world broadcasting, apart from the very top officials of the Mossad-Israeli Military Intelligence who are only talking amongst themselves about what next the US-House of Saud-Al Quaida terrorists will do next to confirm receipt of my broadcasting the Mossad-Israeli military intelligence report,

    Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida who serves the best interests of certain US banking interests with direct ties to the House of Saud, will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia that in the next instant will paralyze the U.S. economy; much like this very smart, not so top secret Israeli Military Intelligence report is designed to do, and at the same time explaining why precisely Al Quaida has not attacked the oil fields of Qatar, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia, so biting the hand that feeds Al Quaida.

c) The US-Al Quaida-House of Saud foiling their own attack on the oil fields in their own backyard.

d) US Americans racing to grab hold of every worthless-fictitious-DeBeers so very blood stained dollar, whether it be a cop told to save a nickel here and there when going around a corner in his black and white so intimidating police car, the tread left behind inevitably washed down the drains in to the
surf which when mixing with illegally smoked cigarettes on Del Mar beaches causes a whale to choke that saves a krill that when now alive to flap its tail causes a surfer to shout, "alright" that has madam Albrecht feeling good about being part of a perpetual genocide along with of course her genocide task force prevention.

e) My willingness to debate with anyone who thinks my being so "on top of things" is pure coincidence versus the bold, so vengeful G-d who I daresay is helping spotlight all those whose words and actions or lack thereof now feel the need to be a "part of the solution", aware that I have only be highlighting only those "$ hitheads", and therefore have a "way out" by stepping forward and saying that they have been helping me all along but when along with my call to do so ever so quietly,

f) Not only my very brilliant, math wizard French Canadian wife taking only 30 seconds to agree that the Nazis did in fact, beyond a shadow of a doubt win World War II and I, bearing in mind Marie Dion Gevisser and I shared a bottle and half of very excellent wines just before, not to mention MDG, far more literate than me in both the French her second language to mathematics and English her third, took no more than 3 seconds to figure out when I explained a handful of things about Special-General Relativity, Quantum Mechanics and Chaos Theory that Einstein's Mind of God equation E=mc2 proved out both Evolution and Creationism; i.e. completing Einstein's quest for a unified theory of the inner workings of the universe, and

g) Mr Krinsk et al now seeking a safe haven.

h) While immediately suspending the trading of shares in public corporations, President Bush must provide totally “free of charge” all the very basics needs of all US service people including veterans of our Vietnam War-Genocide beginning with free housing, free food, fee water, free healthcare and free education; a much deserved parachute for all those putting their lives on the line to prop up the lifestyles of the filthy, lazy rich and their Trust Fund entitlement families.

    Why should G-d look upon a "disposable society" any differently than what they are, disposable? – Adam L. Tucker just3ants.com

[Word count 741]

-----Original Message-----
From: bpcres@verizon.net
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2007 1:54 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: Re: JEFFREY WORKING ON ESCAPE PLAN-response to israeli military intelligence report, "saudi... says foils oil attack"-rich-could you assist.

Who knows take me off thanks
How did u get on?

Take me off ur list
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry